Bug Reports are one of the very important artifacts during software development process and is one of the very popular artifacts of research among the researchers. Summarization is one application on bug reports which helps solve a lot of interesting issues of bug reports like bug triaging and bug duplicate detection. Many researchers have done research on bug report summarization using various techniques like supervised approaches, unsupervised approaches, deep learning approach, feature-based approach. In this paper, we have systematically evaluated the works and presented them in the comparative form. For our comparison work, we have selected five research papers among all. The papers are chosen with the thing in mind that all the important concepts which are getting used for bug report summarization gets covered. The paper discusses the approach, concept, strengths, limitations, tools if used, dataset used, the evaluation techniques and the performance results that are used or obtained in the chosen research works. Our work will help other researchers have a clear overview of the very popular works in this field and thus will help improve and carry out further works in this field of research.
based ,neural networks based techniques are getting used. But these text summarization techniques do not work as they work with normal data to the bug reports. The major contributions of the paper are:
• We analyze the 5 different approaches used for bug report summarization.
• We compare the approaches on a dataset to see the impact of approaches on the dataset.
• We have found the strengths and limitations of the selected approaches which will help combine the approaches to get better results. • We also discuss the evaluation measures being used for evaluating the quality of bug report summary. We have organized our paper as follows: Section 2 discusses the related work in the field of bug report summarization. Section 3 discusses the summarization approaches and five techniques which we have selected from the view of various parameters. Section 4 discusses the datasets and evaluation measures being used for the bug report summarization. And finally the conclusion and future directions.
Related Work
Text summarization is not a new area of research. It started with the work of [Luhn (1958) ] in 1958 where he studies the impact of frequency words to the important sentence extraction. The work was then carry forwarded by [Edmundson (1969) ] who added the sentence location, cue-phrases and the similarity to the title to calculate the importance of the sentence. After the popularity of feature-based summarization approach, the unsupervised approaches started coming to the picture with the work of [Radev(2001) ] where they used the cluster based approach utilizing the concept of centroid score to extract the important sentences from the text. After this the importance of semantic analysis started coming to the picture with the popularity of natural language processing. [Jagadeesh J (2005) ], calculated the verbs , part of speech, named entities and similarity with headings to analyze the text semantically and obtained the summaries. In 2009, fuzzylogic concept along with the feature-based approach started coming to the picture and it got a lot of popularity among the researchers. In 2013, again the use of semantic analysis along with the featureextraction started taking the popularity and the work of [Suanmali et al.(2009) ] proved how the consideration of semantic features like morphological transformation, synonyms and co-references helps improve the sentence ranking process during the summarization process. In 2014 with the work of [S.A.Babar & D.Patil (2014)], latent semantic analysis technique also started coming to the picture. In the same year 2014, the creation of summaries at the paragraph level started coming to the picture. The unsupervised approaches for extractive summarization again taking the popularity with the use of MMR technique by [Kurmi & Jain (2014) ] which help reduce the redundancy in the summary. In 2016, [Jafari et al. (2016) ] used the combination of semantic analysis, feature-based approach and the fuzzy logic to improve the summaries. Extending the concept of unsupervised approaches, [Liu et al. (2017) used the PageRank to improve and create the personalized summaries. The above mentioned techniques were creating the extractive summaries. The abstractive summaries also started becoming popular with the increasing interest in natural language processing among the researchers. Abstractive techniques are classified into structure-based and semantic-based. Few of the famous works in structure-based summarization are Opiniosis [Ganesan et al. (2010) ] where the graph based structure was used to create the abstractive summaries. Extending the Opiniosis graph-like structure, AMR graphs were introduced by [ ] and many researchers who are working for the bug reports proved that the above mentioned techniques do not work well for the bug reports. Bug Reports are the conversational-artifacts and resemble the meeting minutes. Bug Report contains the comments which the developers or users write when a bug occurs. Most of the researchers working on bug report summarization use the techniques which the researchers have used for the conversation artifacts like email threads [Murray & Carenini (2008) ] and meeting minutes. Most popular approach used by bug report researchers is Feature-Based Approach where the researchers like [Rastkar et al. 
Approaches Used:
From the survey of papers, we have found that these number of techniques have been used by researchers for the summarization purpose: Semantic Analysis Based: In these methods, the semantics of document are taken into consideration for the selection of sentences to generate the summaries. Including the semantics, help achieve the cohesion. For extractive summaries, latent semantic analysis and topic models are among the most popular approaches while information-item, predicate-argument,rich semantic graphs, AMR Graphs, Aspect Hierarchy Trees are among the most popular approaches for generation of abstractive summaries [Gupta & Gupta(2019) ]. For the bug report summarization, the researchers have used the latent semantic analysis, topic models and extraction of features like classification of sentence on some criteria like question, investigation, anthropogenic, procedural, suggestions, etc to determine the relevance of the sentence.
Graph Based: These methods help identify the structure of the sentences for determining its relevance. Paraphrasing, Word Graphs, LexRank, PageRank are among the popular techniques for creating graph-based structure for evaluation of sentence. Graph-Based approaches are also very commonly used techniques for the generation of bug report summaries. PageRank has been used by [ Neural-Based Deep Learning Models: These models are based upon the neural-network architecture. For the text summarization purpose, Restricted Boltzmann machine, encoder-decoder models are most widely used. In the encoder-decoder architecture, the input is fed to the encoder-part, then the encoded part goes through the various hidden layers involving some function for transformation, this transformed form goes to the decoder-part to generate the final processed form. Convolutional Neural Networks(CNN), Recurrent Neural Networks(RNN), Long Term Short Term Memory(LSTM) are again among the popular techniques in encoder-decoder model [Gupta & S.K (2018) ]. Even though a lot of works have been done in the field of text summarization but these approaches have not been used much in the field of bug report summarization. [Li et al. (2018) ] have used the deep-learning approaches for creating the bug report summaries. Even though there are a number of techniques which have been applied successfully to the bug report summarization. We here in our paper, select only 5 papers for the thorough analysis. We have chosen the papers from the high-impact journals and all the papers use different approach. The following approaches are the most widely used approaches for the bug report summarization. The thorough analysis will open up the opportunity to exploit the strength of one approach to overcome the other approach limitations. For the comparative study purpose, we have used the following works for the comparison:
• Table 1 lists down the papers along with the main concept and approach followed by them. Table 4 shows the summary of the approaches chosen by us for the comparison purpose. Strengths and Limitations of the approaches have also been listed in tabular form in Table [6] to understand the advantages and the drawbacks of the methods. 
DataSet and Evaluation Techniques:
Even though different researchers have used different datasets for the evaluation of their approach. From the survey, we observed that few datasets have been frequently used for the summarization purpose. We have listed the dataset information in Table 2 which lists down the dataset used, no of bug reports available in the corpora and their statistics. For the evaluation purpose, following are the commonly used parameters through out the summarization works:
Precision: It refers to the number of sentences which are generated in the summary obtained from automatic summarization process, which are there in the goldenset summary. Precision helps find the accuracy and thus the usefulness of the summary. Precision=(No of sentences common between golden-set and system generated summary) /(No of sentences in generated summary)
Recall: It refers to the fraction of the number of sentences which are there in the golden-set summary, which belongs to the generated summary. Pyramid Score: Many times annotators are used for the evaluation purpose. They help find the content which is of high-weightage [Nenkova & Passonneau (2004) ]. It is based on the idea that there is no single best summary. It helps reduce short comings of human-based evaluation. The basic unit of the approach is Summary Content Unit(SCU). : How much the participants were satisfied with the generated summaries. Table 2 states the approaches along with the results obtained by them in terms of Precision, Recall, F-Score, ROUGE-1, ROUGE-2 and Pyramid Precision in tabular form. Instead of directly applying the approach to extract the important sentences. First they classified the sentences into four categories: Question, Code, Investigation, Others. For finding out the categories, they used the parsing and keyword dictionary based approach. They removed all sentence types except Others, and then used four unsupervised approaches namely Centroid, MMR, DivRank and Grasshopper. They observed how the unsupervised approaches perform with the bug reports and found that only MMR and DivRank worked well with the bug reports. They also observed that the unsupervised approaches gave results similar to [26] . Modelling the Hurried Bug Report Reading Process to Summarize Bug Reports [Lotufo et al(2015) ] They used the unsupervised approaches observing the pattern of skimming through the bug report when a person is in a hurry. They used three hypotheses to create the summaries: use of frequently discussed topics, similarity to the title and description and sentences involving evaluation or assessment. Unsupervised Deep Bug Report Summarization [Li et al. (2018)] They used the deep learning based approach to create the bug report summary. First they preprocessed the document by removing the stop words, performing stemming and removing the sentences with less than three words. Then they fed the bug reports into the stepped auto-encoder. Before adding a bug report, first it finds the cosine similarity between the bug reports to find the k-most similar bug reports and then feed these similar bug reports to the trainer. Sentences of the bug reports are extracted and converted into the term-frequency vectors and then the evaluation enhancement is used to reinitialize the vectors. They categorized the sentences into software language sentences, natural language sentences by participants, natural language sentences by reporters. They detected the software sentences using Infozilla and regular expressions. Encoding and Decoding of the sentences is done according to the sentence type. To the stepped encoder-decoder model, three vectors are fed to the network. The objective is to minimize the difference between the input and output vectors. They used the five hidden layers with layer1 and layer5 having 1000 hidden layers, layer2 and layer4 having 250 hidden layers and layer3 having 10 hidden layers. RMSProp Optimizer is used to optimize the network parameters. Initial learning rate of 0.01 is used. DropOut strategy is used to prevent overfitting. Towards an Improvement of Bug Report Summarization Using Two-Layer Semantic Information
ROUGE Scores in terms of
They proposed a 2 layer model where first they have identified the semantic filtering model to filter out the sentences and then they used BRC model to train the model to find the relevant sentences. In the first step they classified the sentences into six categories namely Question, Code, Investigation, Anthropogenic, Procedural and Others. They filtered the Other sentences out. Then on the basis of the calculated 5 classes, they trained the summarizer using supervised logistic regression model. For the classification of sentences, they used the regular expressions and the keyword dictionary. They discussed about incorporating the domain-specific features to improve the quality of generated summaries like inclusion of active authors with the comments and including steps to reproduce in the summary. They also emphasized on task-based evaluation of bug report summaries. They have evaluated their summaries for the duplicate bug report detection. But it can be done for other tasks also like relevance from the topic of interest, help in change-task during evolution process. AUSUM: approach for unsupervised bug report summarization [Kumarasamy Mani et al. (2012)] They emphasized on the need of improving the precision of approaches so that they can be used to carry out other related activities like extracting the frequently-asked questions. They also wish to use this approach for carrying out the code summarization by consider-ing the comments natural language text to generate class level and package level summaries. Modelling the Hurried Bug Report Reading Process to Summarize Bug Reports [Lotufo et al(2015) ]
They emphasized on analysis of LDA and other topic models for the calculation of similarity between sentences to improve the sentence relevance. They also said that the training of the corpus in-volving the characteristics of communication to annotate the sentence sentiment-wise can be done to find the relevant sentences. They also suggested the need of navigation based bug report summaries. Unsupervised Deep Bug Report Summa-rization [Li et al. (2018)] They emphasized on conducting the case studies for various tasks to find the effectiveness of their model. They also discussed the use of cloud computing to reduce the time to summarize for neural-based networks. Towards an Improvement of Bug Report Summarization Using Two-Layer Semantic Information [YANG et al. (2018)] As in the bug reports, the diversity and natural language is there and the work mainly relies on the effectiveness of classification of sentences. It is important to analyze and improve the classification system to improve the summaries. 
CONCLUSION AND FUTURE DIRECTIONS:
Bug report is the valuable artifact produced during the software development process. It is the first document which is referred when the similar problem comes. Searching for an appropriate bug report is a challenging task. Automatic summarization of bug reports help search the relevant bug report quickly. But the informal nature of bug reports in terms of conversation, domain-specific nature, noise due to the usage of abbreviation elevates the problem of automatic bug report summarization. General Text summarization approaches do not work well with the bug reports. Thus to create bug report specific summarization approach to make the summaries more efficient is the need of time. In this paper, we have chosen the five approaches and have compared them in terms of the results. We have explained their approaches in tabular form so that their differences and similarities can be easily determined. We have also identified these approaches from the corpus point of view. We have also listed the future directions in the tabular form in Table 4 so that the readers can have a full list of research works that can be performed for improving the summarization approach. • The approach does not require train-ing data. As they are not dependent on any data, the model is domain-independent.
• As clear from the results obtained, if the unsupervised approaches are directly applied to the application, for few reports convergence was not happening. But once the filtration of sentences was done, they were able to converge. Thus we need to de-vise better filtering mechanisms to help retain more useful information for better summaries is required. In this paper, the filtration of sentences is based on the keyword-based dictionary and regular expressions. For these they rely on the Stanford NLP Parser. The limitations of Stanford NLP Parser affects the performance of summaries obtained from this approach. Modelling the Hurried Bug Report Reading Process to Summarize Bug Reports [28] • The model uses unsupervised approaches for summarization. Thus makes the approach domainindependent and helps get rid of tedious task of preparation of training data.
• As the model relies on the hypothesis of how a developer will skim through the bug reports when in hurry.
Unsupervised Deep Bug Report Summarization [Li et al. (2018)]
• The model is unsupervised so with it, it is possible to perform the deep neural network processing without the need of big training data.
• The model is very timeconsuming. It takes on an average 5.6 minutes to summarize one bug report.
• The model with too-much complex-ity is giving the results similar to other approaches. Towards an Improvement of Bug Report Summarization Using Two-Layer Semantic Information [YANG et al. (2018)] • Along with the features which are specific to the domain, they also con-sidered the sentence type for filter-ing the sentences. For classifying the sentences, they took the semantic-information in consideration which resulted in obtaining the better summaries in terms of F-Score.
• The model relies upon the classification of sentences for the noise re-moval and consideration for the sum-mary generation.
